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Ionizing radiation is a known inducer of cytoge鄄
netic abnormalities including chromosome aberrations
and micronuclei in human peripheral lymphocytes.
Accurate dose estimates can be made by biological
dosimetry to predict acute radiation syndrome (ARS)
within days after a radiation accident or a malicious
act involving radiation[1-2]. Timely information on dose
is quintessential for the medical management of acutely
irradiated personnel. Chromosome aberration is widely
used as a sensitive biomarker for evaluating the dam鄄
age caused by acute radiation exposure[3-4]. Specifical鄄
ly, dicentric chromosomes (dic) and rings (r) are stan鄄
dard markers for radiation exposure[5-6]. Moreover, cy鄄

tokinesis鄄blocked micronuclei (CBMN) supplement chro鄄
mosome aberration analysis[7]. A single biological assay
cannot fully evaluate biodosimetry requirements in
complex exposure scenarios. Recent studies are cur鄄
rently focused on searching for new biomarkers for ra鄄
diation damage evaluation and dose estimation. Re鄄
search on multifaceted methods for biological assess鄄
ments seem to aid in clinical management of radiation
accident victims[8].
1 Biological dosimetry for radiation accidents

Biological dosimetry, based on the analysis of
chromosomal aberrations (dic+r), has been used for
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more than 50 years and has become the golden stan鄄
dard test for dose estimation in the past radiological
accidents[9]. In case of a radiation accident, the first
information comes especially from physical dose re鄄
construction, blood count data, and from the clinical
symptoms that exposed persons might display. Un鄄
doubtedly, all the information may be combined with
the results of biological dose assessments to obtain a
clearer diagnosis of the exposed persons. Biological
dosimetry using cytogenetic methods is of particular
importance because it considers inter鄄individual varia鄄
tion in susceptibility to radiation damage. Thus, many
basic and clinical studies have found that there was a
close relationship between dic+r chromosomal aberra鄄
tions induced in peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs).
This relationship allows dose estimation of an acci鄄
dentally exposed person by comparing the observed
aberration yield of dic+r to an in vitro biological鄄dose
curve. The power of dic+r for dose estimation is relat鄄
ed to the low and constant spontaneous aberration rate
in the healthy population (about 1译) and by the fact
that dic+r are special in radiation induced damage[10].
Biological doses down to 0.1 Gy can be detected by
chromosomal aberration after whole鄄body irradiation
(WBI) by low linear energy transfer (LET) radiation.
However, in cases of exposure by low dose radiation,
the disadvantage of dic+r assay is the time needed for
microscopic scoring analysis of abundant number of
metaphase cells.

Dic+r assay performed in PBL was the only
method available for many years, and it is also the
gold standard for cytogenetic radiation dosimetry until
now. However, a number of additional assays was
available and validated in the past years, including
micronucleus(MN), translocation, and premature chro鄄
mosome condensation assays[11].

Previous studies established the feasibility of us鄄
ing geographically dispersed laboratories to provide
accurate dose estimates from samples originating in
one location and being shipped around the world for
processing and analysis using the dicentric assay[12]. In
addition, an analysis of 50 metaphases provids very

reliable and accurate estimations of individual doses
over a range of 0.75-4.5 Gy, a most are within 20%
of the range of the applied doses. Even dose estima鄄
tions based on analysis of only 30 metaphases and
even 20 metaphases allow an accurate evaluation.
2 Analysis of biological dose after radiation

accident

Interestingly, Gupta et al.[13] described blood bio鄄
markers in a 60Co radiation accident in India. They de鄄
tected chromosome aberration, 酌鄄H2AX, and other
blood parameters including total leukocyte counts and
platelet counts in the victims. This multi鄄parametric
approach confirmed that individuals exposed, provid鄄
ing valuable information for assessment and manage鄄
ment of victims for radiation accidents in future. Work
of Gupta et al. included valuable data on blood pa鄄
rameters, dicentrics, 酌鄄H2AX, and clinical symptoms in
victims exposed accidentally[13].
2.1 Hematology investigation for the victims

Physicians should determine leukocyte, platelet,
and haemoglobin levels daily, especially after hospital
admission. Calculating daily blood cell depletion ki鄄
netics is essential for medical management of radia鄄
tion victims. For scientific interest purposes, the labo鄄
ratory should obtain blood samples at frequent inter鄄
vals to monitor changes in differential white cells.
2.2 Sampling time for chromosome aberration

For the cytogenetic assay, venipuncture blood
samples should be taken within four weeks after ex鄄
posure. After this period, aberration yields appear to
decline, causing greater uncertainty in radiation dose
estimation [6]. We obtained blood samples 4 and 56
days after a 60Co accident in China, for three victims,
which showed that sampling time for dose estimation
using chromosome aberration is no more than 56 days
after exposure[14] (Table 1). Thus, radiation dose estima鄄
tion for Indian victims is acceptable after 30 days af鄄
ter the incidence.
2.3 Results of chromosome aberration

Results of chromosome aberration for patient 4
(P4) in Table 1 were inconsistent with those in Fig.3 of
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Table 1 Chromosome aberration analysis and biological
dose estimation 4 and 56 days post exposure

Notes: dic+r: dicentric chromosomes and rings; CI: confidence
intervals.

Cupta et al. [13]. Two dicentrics in 43 metaphase lym鄄
phocytes of P4 are recorded in Table 1, but approxi鄄
mately 20 dicentrics were found according to dicentric
frequency 30 days after exposure. This discrepancy
may be due to dose estimation differences between di鄄
centric frequencies for P4. Based on data in Table 1
(Gupta et al.) [13], we estimated the dose of five victims
using the dose鄄response curve[14]of 酌 ray鄄induced chro鄄
mosome aberration(Table 2):

Y1=3.4967伊10-2D+6.9490 7伊10-2D2 (1)
Where Y1 denotes dic+r number in each lym鄄

phocyte and D is the radiation dose (Gy). The dose
range is 0.5 Gy to 5.0 Gy. The mean radiation dose
and its 95% confidence interval were thus calculated
for each subject based on Equation(1).

According to estimated doses in Table 2, five
victims may suffer from mild acute radiation sickness
(ARS), but P4 may suffer from moderate ARS if 20 di鄄
centrics is the correct chromosome aberration score.
On the 30th day after the accident, the total leukocyte
counts in patients P1, P2, P3 and P5 ranged from

3100-5600/mm[3], but only 30-62 metaphase lym鄄
phocytes were found in chromosome aberration analy鄄
sis, which may be the reason for the failed radiation
dose estimation.

Additionally, a dicentric was not marked in Fig.4
of Gupta et al. [13] (Fig.1). Reliable scoring of chromo鄄
some aberrationwas a dependable means for dose esti鄄
mation and offers valuable information for treatment of
ARS patients; its omission might result in the under鄄
evaluation of radiation dose.

3 Lessons to be learned in dose estimation

Blood cell depletion kinetics and absence of pro鄄
dromal symptoms suggested that the radiation expo鄄
sure dose was not very high. However, one patient
(P4) died of multiple organ failure. This finding may
be attributed to delayed clinical management and pro鄄
tracted radiation exposure. Gupta et al. [13] reported in鄄
sight into the preparation, assessment, and manage鄄
ment of such accidents. We report retrospective
lessons learned.

First, reliable chromosome aberration analysis
provides valuable information regarding damage and
dosimetry, facilitating clinical diagnosis. Chromosome
aberration analysis is widely accepted as the gold
standard biomarker for radiation damage evaluation
and dose reconstruction following acute radiation ex鄄
posure[6]. In a similar accident in December 1998 in
Istanbul, with respect to radiation source and approxi鄄
mate radiation dose level, chromosome aberration
analysis was shown to be critical for estimating radia鄄

Table 2 Biological dose estimation based on Gupta et al.
(30 days post exposure)

Note: a: estimation according to frequency of dicentric in Fig. 3
by Gupta et al.; CI: confidence interval.

Subject Metaphase studied Dicentrics Mean dose, Gy(95% CI)
P1 35 2 0.69(0.00-1.16)
P2 30 2 0.76(0.00-1.27)
P3 62 1 0.29(0.00-0.61)
P4 43 2 0.61(0.00-1.03)

43 20a 2.35(1.89-2.73)
P5 57 2 0.50(0.00-0.87)

Fig.1 Chromosome aberration of an Indian accident victim. Notes:
red arrow show two dicentric chromosomes.

dic

dic

Subject Sex Age(years)
4 days post exposure 56 days post exposure

Metaphase
studied(dic+r)

Dose, Gy(95% CI)
Metaphase
studied(dic+r)

Dose, Gy(95% CI)
A F 38 40(79) 5.09

(4.46-5.64)
150(357) 5.61

(5.24-5.95)
B M 8 217(113) 2.49(2.23-2.74) 300(154) 2.48(2.26-2.68)
C M 37 334(188) 2.61(2.40-2.80) 300(178) 2.68(2.46-2.89)
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tion dose and facilitating an accurate clinical diagno鄄
sis[8]. In the Istanbul accident, time lapse between the
incident and recognition by authorities was over a
month, but the number of metaphase lymphocytes in
chromosome aberration analysis was 700-1300. Suc鄄
cessful dose estimation provided pertinent data for
clinical triage and therapy for the 10 victims.

Second, international cooperation and communi鄄
cation is vital in radiation accidents. Convention on
Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Ra鄄
diological Emergency sets an international framework
for cooperation among the State and International
Atomic Energy Agency(IAEA) to facilitate prompt as鄄
sistance and support in nuclear accidents or radiologi鄄
cal emergencies[15]. The IAEA is the focal point for
such cooperation through channeling information, sup鄄
porting efforts, and providing available services. As鄄
sistance provided by IAEA includes technical advice
on emergency planning, preparedness and response,
assistance with radiological surveys and retrieval of
sources, assistance with in situ verification of radio鄄
logical conditions and technical advice, and medical
advice for overexposed persons[16]. The IAEA has pro鄄
vided support and assistance in serious accidents in鄄
volving radiation sources for many years. Technical
support may have greatly benefited from biological
dose estimation and medical management for Dehli
victims if Indian authorities requested assistance from
the IAEA in obtaining advice.
4 Prospections about biological dose estimation

A comparison among the lab curves demonstrated
that a significant difference exists between the coeffi鄄
cients of the curves in some laboratories[17-19]. The dif鄄
ferences in dose rate could explain this to some ex鄄
tent, as the pre鄄curve from different labs were made
from radiation with the highest dose rate and had the
largest difference among the curves. However, dose
rate only partially accounts for these differences, as
demonstrated by curves from many of the labs, al鄄
though it did not have the same dose rate[20-21]. Based
on the original inter鄄laboratory comparison, calibration

curves made in different laboratories can differ even
when the same samples are used to generate the
curve. These variations can be attributed to factors
such as culture conditions, slide preparation, metaphase
cell selection and scoring, all of which can potentially
outweigh differences in dose rate as long as the irradi鄄
ation for each dose is delivered within the recom鄄
mended 15 min[6].

The establishment of an international network,
including several cytogenetic reference laboratories,
establishes and optimizes International Standardization
Organization(ISO) standards for the conventional and
automated cytogenetic assay. By the creation of such a
network of trained laboratories using similar equip鄄
ment for cytogenetic automation and the same classi鄄
fiers, standardized fixation protocols, and so on, com鄄
parable results can be obtained, and the throughput of
automated dic+r and MN scoring can be increased to
allow a rapid response to large鄄scale radiation acci鄄
dents. A European program has been started whereby
multi鄄disciplinary biodosimetry tools, including the
dic+r and MN assay, will be developed in 15 Euro鄄
pean groups, to manage high鄄scale radio logical casu鄄
alties and to increase European capabilities in radio鄄
logical incident response. The similar program is also
needed all over the world.

Further refinement of the cytogenetic assay is
needed to optimize its use in retrospective biodosime鄄
try and for the analysis of cases of protracted exposure
and partial body exposure. To date, only limited and
diverse data are available about the disappearance of
cytogenetic assay, and further research and validation
is needed. Appropriate calibration curves also need to
be established for more complex exposure scenarios.
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